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Bourbon is booming, and this guide will teach you all you need to know.Eric Zandona - spirits
specialist at the American Distilling Institute - explores 140 of the finest bourbons in the world,
from the big-name classics to tiny craft distilleries, with flavour profiles and recommendations for
the best way to drink each one.Also featuring recipes for 20 classic bourbon cocktails, as well as
chapters on the history of bourbon, how the drink is made and the key things you need to
understand when buying a bottle, The Bourbon Bible is the ultimate guide to the ultimate drink.

About the AuthorBased in San Francisco, Eric Zandona is Director of Spirits Information at the
American Distilling Institute, and a writer for DistillerMagazine. He also runs the website
EZdrinking.com and is an author/editor for the ADI's publishing arm, White Mule Press. --This
text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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HOW TO USE THIS EBOOKSelect one of the chapters from the main contents list and you will
be taken to a list of all the recipes covered in that chapter.Alternatively, jump to the index to
browse recipes by ingredient.Look out for linked text (which is in blue) throughout the ebook that
you can select to help you navigate between related recipes.You can double tap images to
increase their size. To return to the original view, just tap the cross in the top left-hand corner of
the screen.

INTRODUCTIONSince the beginning of the 21st century, bourbon has been on a steady climb in
popularity. In fact, the past 15 years have seen the spirit soar both in the US and around the
world – with countries such as Japan, Australia, Germany and the United Kingdom all
developing a taste for bourbon like never before.But to the uninitiated, the world of bourbon can
be a daunting place, with a wealth of unfamiliar terms and techniques. The Bourbon Bible aims
to help the novice bourbon fan navigate that world, providing an introduction to the history,
production and flavours of bourbon for those who are just discovering America’s native spirit.The
opening section – The Basics – offers the reader a solid foundation for understanding the
historical and technical aspects of how bourbon is made and why it tastes the way is does, and
decodes the language and terminology found on its labels. The main section of the book – The
Bourbons – is designed to help you discover your new favourite bourbon (or five), and to give
you an insight into why you might like those particular flavours. As well as giving some
background information and a thorough taste profile, each bourbon in the book is accompanied
by key information on the type of still used, the mash bill and the length of maturation. Far from
being a mere catalogue of facts for you to learn and recite as needed, this information is
intended to give you an insight into the bourbon itself – to aid you in identifying which bourbons
you particularly enjoy the taste of, where those flavours come from and which other bourbons
might have similar flavour profiles for you to explore. Finally, The Cocktails offers time-honoured
drinks that pair perfectly with bourbon and bring out the very best in this wonderful
spirit.Ultimately, through The Bourbon Bible, I hope to share my belief that the subjective
experience of flavour – not price, popularity or rarity – is the most important reason to drink any
particular bourbon. Whatever kind of bourbon you enjoy, use this book to guide you through the
wonderful world of flavours that is waiting to be explored.Bourbon barrels are charred inside an
oven at the Brown-Forman Corp. cooperage facility in Louisville, Kentucky.

A QUICK HISTORY OF BOURBON1 Much has been written about the history of bourbon
whiskey and its place in the wider story of the United States. However, while bourbon is more



than 200 years old, the work of fully understanding the part it has played in American history –
and where it intersects with the stories of Native Americans, immigrants, women, slaves, politics
and religion – has ony just begun.Puritan colonists in the 17th century drinking from pewter
mugs in Massachusetts Bay Colony.Distilled spirits have had an important economic and social
role in the lives of Americans from the time of the British colonies to the present day. Not long
after European colonization of the Americas, settlers tasked themselves with using both local
and imported crops to make fermented drinks. In 1587, English settlers at Roanoke made beer
from corn because it provided a safe source of water and nutrition – and some alcohol. As the
colonies grew, beer from barley and cider from apples and pears became more common and
widely available. At the same time, distilleries were popping up to produce spirits from locally
grown grain and imported molasses. By 1770, New England had 159 rum distilleries, which
made the spirit very inexpensive and popular. Rum became an important part of the triangular
trade that moved raw materials, finished goods, weapons and slaves between Africa, the
Americas and Europe. However, the American Revolution (1775–83), among other things, made
the importation of molasses from the West Indies more expensive so many distillers turned to
grain for making whiskey.Throughout the 18th and 19th centuries American settlers – allowed to
claim 160 hectares (400 acres) of land and purchase an additional 400 hectares (1,000 acres) –
pushed west into the Appalachian frontier. On 31 December 1776, the Virginia General
Assembly established that the region beyond the Appalachian Mountains should be designated
Kentucky County. Later, in 1780, Kentucky County was split into three smaller counties:
Jefferson, Lincoln and Fayette. Fayette County was named after the Marquis de Lafayette who
fought alongside the Americans in the American Revolution, and in 1785 Bourbon County was
carved out of Fayette County and named in honour of the French royal house of Bourbon, who
also provided aid during the war. On 1 June 1792, Kentucky was admitted as the 15th state in
the Union. Throughout this period, farmers established homesteads and began planting maize,
also called Indian corn. Like their eastern predecessors, these farmers distilled their excess
crops into whiskey and began selling and bartering with it.Oil painting of President Washington
sending troops to put down the Whiskey Rebellion.At this point, questions arise. Who thought to
purposely age corn whiskey in charred barrels, and when did this happen? And why was it
called bourbon? The truth is, there is no definitive historical evidence that answers these
questions. The first printed reference to bourbon whiskey comes from an 1821 advertisement in
Bourbon County, and the first written association of bourbon with charred barrels came in 1826
when a Lexington grocer requested whiskey stored in “burnt” barrels. However, these references
only point to the fact that by the 1820s it was already well established that there was a whiskey
coming out of Kentucky known as bourbon, famed for being stored in charred barrels.THE
WHISKEY REBELLIONWhile corn and barley were grown throughout the newly formed United
States, rye was the most popular grain for farming and for whiskey. Farmers on the frontier of
western Pennsylvania and other states found that it was easier to distil their rye into whiskey and
sell or barter with it than attempt to cart it hundreds of miles to the larger population centres.



However, in 1791, George Washington passed an excise tax on distilled spirits to help pay off
the country’s significant debt from the American Revolution. Farm distillers on the frontier, who
often lacked cash, resented this and attempted to evade the tax. In 1794, a revolt broke out
when US Marshals attempted to enforce payment of the tax. The home of tax inspector John
Neville was burned down and in response President George Washington called up 13,000
militiamen and rode into Pennsylvania to squash the so-called Whiskey Rebellion. This was an
important turning point in the history of the United States, demonstrating the power of the
Federal government and its willingness to enforce its laws. The excise tax remained in effect until
1802 when Thomas Jefferson took office as the third president of the United States.Kentucky
State and Adjoining Territories, 1794.Without direct evidence of when and who first stored corn
whiskey in charred barrels and called it bourbon, historians have tried to piece together the most
plausible answers. The most repeated – and probably incorrect – answer given is that Elijah
Craig, a Baptist minister, invented bourbon in 1789. While Craig was a distiller, among other
things, there is no indication that his whiskey was any different from his neighbours’ and the first
reference to his invention of bourbon does not materialize until 1874.What seems more likely is
that there was no single inventor of bourbon, but many. It is certain that in the late 18th century
almost all farmers produced some amount of whiskey from their excess grain. Barrels were the
most common medium in which to ship goods, and it was also a common practice to recycle
barrels. If one wanted to reuse a barrel without absorbing the odours and flavours of the previous
contents, it was known that you could simply char the inside to neutralize the barrel. Given these
historical facts it seems likely that multiple farmers distilled a mash of corn and other grains and
put the resulting whiskey into barrels they had charred to remove previous flavours. When these
whiskeys were sold down the river, it was probably noticeable that the spirit from charred barrels
had a unique and particularly pleasant flavour compared to whiskey matured in raw or toasted
barrels. As a result, it is likely that demand for this type of whiskey grew. Without more historical
research, we cannot know for certain if bourbon whiskey was named after the county or the
famous New Orleans street, but at present it seems more likely it was referencing the county,
especially since the first printed reference to it comes from Bourbon County, Kentucky, and not
New Orleans.Smoke rises from bourbon barrels after being charred inside an oven.MOUNT
VERNON DISTILLERYIn 1797, after serving two terms as president, George Washington
returned home to Virginia and, at the prompting of Scottish farm manager James Anderson, built
a distillery at Mount Vernon to make whiskey from some of his excess grain. Anderson and six
slaves made brandy and whiskey distilled from a mash of 60% rye, 35% corn and 5% barley. His
common whiskey was distilled twice and sold for 50 cents per gallon (about 13 cents per litre)
and a more expensive special whiskey was distilled four times and sold for $1 per gallon (about
26 cents per litre). In 1799, Washington sold 10,500 gallons (39,750 litres) of whiskey, making
him the largest and most profitable distiller in Virginia. However, this success was short-lived,
coming to an end when the distillery was closed after Washington’s death in December
1799.Throughout the first half of the 19th century, bourbon steadily grew in popularity and



distribution, in part because of several improvements to the fermentation process that helped
maintain quality. In 1818, the first recorded reference to a distiller using what’s known as the sour
mash process appears. Catherine Carpenter of Casey County, Kentucky, put a portion of a fully
fermented batch of mash back into a fresh mash to begin fermentation. Whether she or other
distillers at the time knew why this worked is unclear but the result was fewer spoiled
fermentations, and improved quality and consistency in flavour and attenuation (the ability of
yeast to convert all the available sugar to alcohol).By the 1850s the process of making bourbon
had significantly improved, in no small part due to the work of Dr James C. Crow, for whom Old
Crow Bourbon is named. Born in Inverness, Scotland, Crow studied chemistry and medicine at
the University of Edinburgh before moving to Kentucky in the 1820s. In 1835, Dr Crow was
working at the Glenns Creek Distillery in Woodford County, Kentucky, and began refining the
sour mash process and using his training to better understand the process of making bourbon,
why certain practices worked and how to improve the flavour and quality of his bourbon through
science. As a result of this work, Dr Crow helped to create what we know as bourbon today.Print
advertisement for Old Crow Bourbon c.1950. At the time, Old Crow was the most popular
bourbon in the United States.By 1865, the American Civil War had curtailed most commercial
production of bourbon and slowed its growth. (This pattern would be repeated during World War
I and World War II.) After the war, distillers set up shop once again and began producing
bourbon. In this post-war period, most bourbon was sold by the barrel and drinkers who did not
make their own would buy bourbon at a bar or from a grocer. At a bar, barrels were tapped and
the bourbon served to customers; at the grocery, people would bring their own jugs or
containers and take the bourbon home. During this period, the practice of diluting the bourbon to
make each barrel go further and increase profits was widespread. Middlemen known as
rectifiers would buy aged bourbon by the barrel from distilleries and then dilute the bourbon with
water. The barrels of this cut bourbon were sold to bars and grocers, who in turn would water
down the bourbon again. By this point the whiskey was so diluted that it had lost a significant
amount of its colour, flavour and alcohol. To counteract this, people added neutral alcohol, prune
juice or even acid to make the “whiskey” seem more like the real thing. It was also at this time
that rectifiers began “inventing” new technologies for rapidly ageing whiskey. In reality, many of
these companies were creating imitation whiskey by combining inexpensive neutral spirit, acids,
fruit juices, iodine, tobacco and wood extracts to sell as bourbon or other types of whiskey. Not
surprisingly, bourbon distillers were unhappy about this bastardization of their whiskey and
imitation products sold on the coat-tails of their hard work.In response, a number of distillers led
by Colonel Edmund Haynes Taylor, Jr worked with the US Secretary of the Treasury, John G.
Carlisle, to create the Bottled-in-Bond Act of 1897. During the Civil War, the alcohol excise tax
was reinstated but collecting the taxes was easier said than done. The Bottled-in-Bond Act
provided benefits for distillers who wanted to protect their products from adulteration, the US
Treasury who could collect its excise tax and drinkers who wanted authentic bourbon. Although
Old Forester Bourbon was the first branded bourbon to be sold solely in sealed bottles in 1870,



until the Bottled-in-Bond Act came into force, it and other distillers had no legal recourse to
protect their whiskey from tampering.The Bottled-in-Bond Act allowed distilleries to create a
bonded warehouse that was supervised by an on-site US agent, where whiskey or brandy could
mature – tax free. Once the spirit reached four years old, the distiller, in the presence of the
agent, could vat barrels of the same type (bourbon, rye, malt etc.) produced in the same season
(spring season was defined as January–July; autumn season July–January) and reduce the
alcohol strength using pure water to 100 proof (50% ABV). Once the spirit was proofed down, it
had to be put in bottles clearly marked with the name of the distillery, when it was distilled and
when it was bottled before it was sealed with a federal strip stamp, all inside the bonded
warehouse. The stamp meant that distillers only had to pay excise tax on the spirit that was
actually bottled and left their warehouses. It also indicated to the buying public the high standard
under which the spirit was produced, and made it a federal crime to tamper with the bottle or the
liquid inside the bottle once it was stamped. This law was a watershed moment – the first-ever
US consumer protection law establishing that the government would guarantee the product in
the bottle met certain standards and was sold as advertised. Not surprisingly, rectifiers were not
happy and immediately challenged the new law in court.In 1870, most bourbon was sold by the
barrel and Old Forester Bourbon was the first bourbon ever bottled at the distillery.President
William Howard Taft (1857–1930) settled the dispute between rectifiers and straight bourbon
distillers over the definition of whiskey in the United States.
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A. fifield, “Fun Bourbon Book!. I have enjoyed reading this book and learning more about the
history of bourbon. I've been collecting (and drinking) a lot lately and noticed this book at a
reasonable price. It provides details on a lot of different brands and types of bourbon - around
140 total. It's on my bookshelf with my bourbon and makes for a great read while enjoying a sip.
If you're into bourbon, check it out!”

slsneb, “Most interesting facts on current bourbon and whiskey that people are buying and trying
today.. Just opened a bourbon bar and needed some help being able to talk the talk. I have used
this book to not only learn interesting facts about the products we carry, but also what new
products we should carry. If you love bourbon and want up to date knowledge about the
products on the shelf, this book is for you.”

G. H., “A good and current guide. I bought 3 copies. Two were gifts warmly received and I
retained a copy for my library at my ranch house. An easy to use reference that is current, so
many new names in bourbon these days, and yet does not neglect the "old" names. It is not
exhaustive, but it is a very good guide for those exploring bourbon. I do recommend it for one's
own use and it too makes a fine gift.”

Vivian D. Stone, “New interest in Bourbon and this is very informative - Reviews a ton of
bourbons. There is history of Bourbon in general and then there are reviews of many brands with
a history of each included. Very interesting to someone who has a peaked interest. It also talks
about pricing and all of the information you would want to make a list of bourbons you would like
to try.”

johnny, “Excellent information regarding bourbon. I. I'm a bourbon collector and this book is
mandatory for me! I keep it on my liquor cabinet that holds my finest bourbon. Tons of info.
Great reading, also. Great for discussing bourbon”

Jeffery A Dolan, “Lives up to its title. If you not only want to learn the history but also the distilling
process of bourbon and follow that up with a huge selection of tasting notes on literally dozens
of bourbons then the Bourbon Bible is for you. Enjoy and cheers!”

Masood Rizvi, “Valueable Book. Bought this book in January this year. As a student of wine and
spirits, I found this book a good addition to my library. PART 1 covers Bourbon history, making
process and label reading in very illustrative and easy to understand way.PART2, short history
and (flavour)tasting notes of different Bourbons is also interesting, specially the tasting notes
section has been described in a good manner, specially if you are studying spirits and/or
understand impact of raw material and wood, tasting notes(flavour) part will become more



interesting to read. It also make you learn to write a professional tasting note.PART3, a bit of
history and recipes felt weak part of this book. It is there to be there as a recipe to a good book
on Bourbon.”

amanda hooker, “If you love bourbon, get it. It was a giftContained everything you need to know
about bourbonPresented wellWould definitely recommend”

Emma b, “Amazing must have for any bourbon fan. This is amazing brought as part of an
Anniversary gift for my husband who just loves Bourbon really Smart Cover and full of interesting
detail”

the wnfc, “this is also a very good intro to bourbon for the novice,. this is also a very good intro to
bourbon for the novice, which I was (arguably still am)”

Weeziexx, “Christmas Pressie. Bought as a presant. He hasnt put it down long enough to Drink
the Bourbon . Lovely Gift”

The book by Eric Zandona has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 1,312 people have provided feedback.
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